Mountain View SPECS Monday Night Net Script (Remote)
From the main net, “Who will take check-ins for Mountain View?”
Check-ins for Mountain View ARES will be taken on the simplex frequency of 146.535 MHz (or
147.495 MHz). Mountain View stations go there now, please. This is <your call> .
Switch to 146.535 simplex (or alternate).
Is this frequency in use? <pause…> Nothing heard.
This is <your call, your name>, taking check-ins for Mountain View ARES/RACES on Monday
night, <date>. Since I am operating from <your location>, I will request relays after each group is
called.
I acknowledge those present at this station, at K6MTV, or heard on the Main Net:
Record and State calls/names of operators present at your location, K6MTVor on main net.

All Mountain View ARES Assistant Emergency Coordinators present, please check in now.
Record calls, and/or note calls/names on Mountain View checklist.

I copy: State calls copied (include first names)
All stations with suffixes A through F, Alfa through Foxtrot, please check in now.
Record calls, and/or note calls/names on Mountain View checklist.

I copy: State calls copied (include first names, if available)
Are there any other checkins, Alpha thru Foxtrot?
I copy: State calls copied (include first names, if available)
Are there any relays for A through F? Pause for relays, Record calls.
I copy: State calls copied, or “Nothing heard,” (include first names, if available).
Repeat this process for suffixes G through L, (Golf through Lima), then M through S, (Mike through
Sierra), and T through Z, (Tango through Zulu).
Last call--All stations with suffixes A through Z, Alfa through Zulu, please check in now.
Record calls, and/or note calls/names on Mountain View checklist.

I copy: State calls copied, or “Nothing heard,” (include first names, if available).
This concludes Mountain View check-ins. While I total the number of check-ins and go back to
the main net to report, I will turn the net over to our <EC/AEC/Shift Supervisor>. <your call>
Total all check-ins, including those from the main net, and those at the station.
While EC has the net, switch back to 145.270 (-). Wait for a pause in main net traffic.

Net Control, this is Mountain View.
When acknowledged by Net Control, state
Mountain View had a total of <number> check-ins this evening. Standing by for city totals.
This is <your call>.
Wait on Main Net until total is announced, note total, then return to 146.535. If local net is still in
session wait for announcer to turn the net back to you, and announce the following:

Mountain View had <number> and the main net had <number> check-ins tonight.
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(Optional) – Also report totals for other cities, packet, and UHF.

Is there any other business for the local net? <pause…>
Thank you for making your time and equipment available to the net. This is <your call>,
returning the frequency to general use.
Check in with EC/AEC/Shift Supervisor to give them your list of callers.
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